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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

explain where are the sequences stored and what 
are the properties of databases 

show the main sources of data 

present current methods for sequence searches



LEARNING OUTCOMES

students will be able to establish to evaluate 
whether a database is good source of data from 
their purpose 

students will know where to download sequences 
for their analysis 

students will be aware of tools they can use for 
sequences searches to expand their datasets



HTTP://LGIMAGES.S3.AMAZONAWS.COM/DATA/IMAGEMANAGER/7793/PHYLOTREE1.GIF

RECONSTRUCTION OF EVOLUTIONARY HISTORY

reconstruction is based on a 
comparison of attributes 

molecular taxonomy uses 
sequences as attributes 

comparison of sequences 
(DNA,RNA or protein) is called 
alignment

http://lgimages.s3.amazonaws.com/data/imagemanager/7793/phylotree1.gif


TREES BASED ON WHOLE GENOMES



FANTASTIC SEQUENCES AND WHERE TO FIND THEM



BIOINFORMATICS DATABASE

a repository of data 

data available for everyone (for free) 

easy to find 

FAIR - findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable 

January issue of Nucleid Acid Research (NAR)

HTTP://NAR.OXFORDJOURNALS.ORG/CONTENT/42/D1.TOC

http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/content/42/D1.toc


PROPERTIES OF DATABASE TO WATCH FOR

frequency of data update 

frequency of software update 

redundancy 

annotation of data 









 …AND TOOLS



GenBank(NCBI)  

ENA (EBI)  

DDJB (Japonsko)

DNA DATABASES



GENOME DATABASES

 /

 

 /

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=genome
http://www.yeastgenome.org








549 genomes







New era of sequencing projects

international consortium 

quality of data is important 

data on Amazon cloud 

sequence ALL vertebrates 

sequence both male and female 

270 species so far 





Sequence everything

international consortium 

2 milions of Eucaryots 

 just a fraction (0.2%) 
sequenced so far 

UK wants to sequence all 66000 
species of Eucaryots living there 

10 years, 200 PB of data 



PROTEIN DATABASES

Uniprot  - Swissprot + TrEMBL , ~ 220 000 000 sequences 

Swiss-prot - anotated sequences, ~ 565000 sequences 

GenPept  - translated GenBank



 AMINO ACID COMPOSITION

   2.1  COMPOSITION IN PERCENT FOR THE COMPLETE DATABASE

   ALA (A) 8.57   GLN (Q) 3.88   LEU (L) 9.81   SER (S) 6.72
   ARG (R) 5.47   GLU (E) 6.14   LYS (K) 5.30   THR (T) 5.61
   ASN (N) 4.17   GLY (G) 7.08   MET (M) 2.45   TRP (W) 1.31
   ASP (D) 5.28   HIS (H) 2.20   PHE (F) 4.03   TYR (Y) 3.06
   CYS (C) 1.29   ILE (I) 6.00   PRO (P) 4.74   VAL (V) 6.71

   ASX (B) 0.000  GLX (Z) 0.000  XAA (X) 0.06

UNIPROT + TREMBL



PHYLOMS….



HOW TO FIND DATA?



>ASTAKINE
MKMRGVSVGVLVVAMMSGLAMAGSCNSQEPDCGPSECCLQGWMR
YSTRGCAPLGEAGSSCNVFTQAPVKGFYIGMCPCRAGLVCTRPSATCQLPSQDNTLDSYY

ARE THE ANY RELATED SEQUENCES? 
IF YES, WHERE SHALL I LOOK FOR THEM?



DATABASE SEARCHES

Needleman-Wunsch or Smith Waterman algorithms are too slow 

use heuristic methods - quick result without a quarantee of optimal 
alignment -> rule of thumb 

classical methods are FASTA and BLAST 

both for DNA, RNA as well as protein sequences



BLAST

BLAST = Basic Local Alignment Search Tool 

Altschul et al., 1990 

Sequences divided into (words)  ->words are aligned against 
database of all words 

words are scored using Blossom 62 table and only the scores 
higher than threshold are considered later 

words do not have to be identical 

no gaps are considered in the first step



BLOSUM 62



BLAST – step 1

• w=3

SEWRFKHIYRGQPRRHLLTTGWSTFVT

SEW
EWR

WRF Parameter:WRF Parameter:
Word length (w)

Increase = 

sensitive
faster, but less 
sensitive

Sequence searching - Andrew Cowley01.06.201074



BLAST  - SCORING EXAMPLE

PEG versus PQA 

PEQ has Blosum 62 score 
=15, PQA only 12 

if threshold = 13, only PEQ 
is considered



BLAST – step 2

• Then it scans database sequences for exact matches 
ith th dwith these words

Sequence searching - Andrew Cowley01.06.201076



BLAST – step 3

• If two hits are found on the same diagonal the alignment 
is extended until the score drops by a certain amountis extended until the score drops by a certain amount

• This results in a High-scoring Segment Pair (HSP)

Parameters:
Drop off
Substitution matrixSubstitution matrix

Sequence searching - Andrew Cowley01.06.201077



BLAST – step 4

• If the total HSP score is above another threshold then a 
gapped extension is initiatedgapped extension is initiated

Parameters:
Extension threshold (Sg)
Substitution matrixSubstitution matrix

Sequence searching - Andrew Cowley01.06.201078



BLAST II

Words are scored using modified Smith-Waterman algorithm (50 x 
faster) 

HSP are identified and extended in both directions as long as the 
score is growing 

the best HSP’s are aligned using dynamic programming to produce 
final alignment 

databases are growing so two HSP’s in a window of given size are 
required to make the algorithm faster 

implemented on many servers (NCBI, EBI)



VERSIONS OF  BLAST

blastn - DNA sequence (query) in  DNA database 

blastp - protein sequence in protein database 

blastx - DNA sequence( all 6 frames) in protein database 

tblastn -protein sequence in DNA database 

tblastx - translated DNA sequence in translated DNA database 

megablast - pipeline to run more queries at once







C. On-line Summaries

                                                                     Smallest
                                                                       Sum
                                                              High  Probability
Sequences producing High-scoring Segment Pairs:              Score  P(N)      N

...............................................................................
sp|P08506|DACC_ECOLI PENICILLIN-BINDING PROTEIN 6 PRECURS...   894  5.0e-120  1
sp|P38422|DACF_BACSU PENICILLIN-BINDING DACF PROTEIN PREC...   209  5.0e-47   3
...............................................................................
sp|P28271|IREB_MOUSE IRON-RESPONSIVE ELEMENT BINDING PROT...    59  0.9996    1
sp|P31571|CAIA_ECOLI PROBABLE CARNITINE OPERON OXIDOREDUC...    48  0.9998    2

D. Alignments

..............................................................................

>sp|P08506|DACC_ECOLI PENICILLIN-BINDING PROTEIN 6 PRECURSOR
            (D-ALANYL-D-ALANINE CARBOXYPEPTIDASE FRACTION C) (EC 3.4.16.4)
            (DD-PEPTIDASE) (DD-CARBOXYPEPTIDASE) (PBP-6).
            Length = 400

  Score = 894 (409.5 bits), Expect = 5.0e-120, P = 5.0e-120
 Identities = 169/342 (49%), Positives = 237/3 42 (69%)

Query:     1 MDYTTGQILTAGNEHQQRNPASLTKLMTGYVVDRAIDSHRITPDDIVTVGRDAWAKDNPV 60
             MDY +G++L  GN  ++ +PASLTK+MT YVV +A+ + +I   D+VTVG+DAWA  NP 
Sbjct:    45 MDYASGKVLAEGNADEKLDPASLTKIMTSYVVGQALKADKIKLTDMVTVGKDAWATGNPA 104

Query:    61 FVGSSLMFLKEGDRVSVRDLSRGLIVDSGNDACVALADYIAGGQRQFVEMMNNYAEKLHL 120
               GSS+MFLK GD+VSV DL++G+I+ SGNDAC+ALADY+AG Q  F+ +MN YA+KL L
Sbjct:   105 LRGSSVMFLKPGDQVSVADLNKGVIIQSGNDACIALADYVAGSQESFIGLMNGYAKKLGL 164

Query:   121 KDTHFETVHGLDAPGQHSSAYDLAVLSRAIIHGEPEFYHMYSEKSLTWNGITQQNRNGLL 180
              +T F+TVHGLDAPGQ S+A D+A+L +A+IH  PE Y ++ EK  T+N I Q NRN LL
Sbjct:   165 TNTTFQTVHGLDAPGQFSTARDMALLGKALIHDVPEEYAIHKEKEFTFNKIRQPNRNRLL 224

Query:   181 WDKTMNVDGLKTGHTSGAGFNLIASAVDGQRRLIAVVMGADSAKGREEEARKLLRWGQQN 240
             W   +N DG+KTG T+GAG+NL+ASA  G  RLI+VV+GA + + R  E+ KLL WG + 
Sbjct:   225 WSSNLNEDGMKTGTTAGAGYNLVASATQGDMRLISVVLGAKTDRIRFNESEKLLTWGFRF 284

Query:   241 FTTVQILHRGKKVGTERIWYGDKENIDLGTEQEFWMVLPKAEIPHIKAKYTLDGKELTAP 300
             F TV  +       T+R+W+GDK  ++LG  +   + +P+ ++ ++KA YTL   +LTAP
Sbjct:   285 FETVTPIKPDATFVTQRVWFGDKSEVNLGAGEAGSVTIPRGQLKNLKASYTLTEPQLTAP 344

http://www-bimas.cit.nih.gov/blastinfo/=%22#onls%22
http://www-bimas.cit.nih.gov/blastinfo/sumstat.html
http://www-bimas.cit.nih.gov/blastinfo/HSP.html


SIGNIFICANCE OF HIT

optimal alignment can be found for any two (even unrelated) 
sequences 

two random DNA sequences  = ~ 25% SI 

two random protein sequences = ~ 5% SI 

can we know whether is the given hit good (biologically relevant)?



MEASURES OF SIGNIFICANCE

P-value 

E-value 

measures of statistical significance



P-VALUE

P-value -  probability that two sequences will be found with a given 
score without being related (false positive hit) 

it is calculated by permutation of a given sequence or by choosing a 
random subset of a big database 

second option is more frequent (DNA)



EVD

scores of local alignments of unrelated sequences follow extreme 
value distribution (EVD) 

DUNDAS  ET AL. BMC BIOINFORMATICS 2007 



E-VALUE

E-value = probability that two sequences will be found with a 
given score without being related in a database of given size 

E-value = P-value x N ; N= a size of the database 

example:database of 1 mil sequences and P-value = 10-6 

cutoff (expect treshold) parameter in BLAST - how many false 
positives do you expect (tolerate) in your results 

lower cutoff improves specificity, but decreases sensitivity

E-value = 10-6 x 106 =1



BLAST / EVOLUTIONARY DISTANCE

what can we read from BLAST output about evolution ? 

Is the first hit the closest relative to the query?

typically yes, but: 

closest relatives might be missing in the database 

it is local alignment - it can score better less related sequences 

7 % of E.coli  sequences had as the best hit not bacterial sequence







2JTK



ROST, 1999

SEQUENCE IDENTITA/HOMOLOGIE

NEHOMOLOGNÍ  PROTEINY



SEQUENCE IDENTITA/HOMOLOGIE

ROST, 1999

HOMOLOGNÍ  PROTEINY



SEQUENCE IDENTITA/HOMOLOGIE

sekvenční identita > 35% - pravděpodobně homolog


sekvenční identita = 20-35% (“twilight zone”; Doolittle) - 
může být homolog


 sekvenční identita < 20% - “midnight zone” (Rost) - 
sekvence zcela nedostatečná k určení homologie



Average sequence identity of random alignments - 5.6 %


Average sequence identity of remote homologues - 8.5 %

SANDER ET AL., PREPRINT 



SSEARCH

if you have a lot of time or big computer of are desperate you can 
use 

Smith-Waterman algorithm - local alignment in database



When to use what?

t

NCBI BLAST

im
e to 

WU-BLAST

search

FASTA PSI-SEARCH

h

PDB Swiss-Prot UniRef50 UniRef 90 UniRef100 UniProtKB UniParc
Sequence searching - Andrew Cowley01.06.201086

PDB Swiss-Prot UniRef50 UniRef 90 UniRef100 UniProtKB UniParc



Sequence searching - Andrew Cowley01.06.201081

EBI SERVICES



MORE SENSITIVE DATABASE SEARCHES

profiles 

HMM models



PROFILE

 Generate specific scoring tables for specific families and positions 
in alignments 

Prof (pos,aa) = Σtype N(pos,type) x S(type, aa) x 10 

N(pos,type) =  ratio of appearance of amino acid x on position y 

S(type, aa) = a score from scoring matrix for given pair of amino 
acids



EXAMPLE OF PROFILE

In alignment of  proteases we observe on position 3 the following aa: 3x 
Ala, 6x Val, 1x Ile, use Blosum 62 

what will be the profile score for His and Ile  ?

N(x,A) = 0.3, N(x,V) = 0.6, N(x, I) = 0.1 

S(A,I) = -1, S(V,I) = 3, S(I,I) = 4 

S(A,H) = -2,  S(V,H) = -3, S(I,H) = -3

Prof (x, I) = 0.3 x -1 + 0.6 x 3 + 0.1 x 4 = 2.1 x 10 = 21 

Prof (x, H) = 0.3 x -2 + 0.6 x -3 + 0.1 x -3 = -2.7 x 10 = -27



PSI-BLAST

PSI-BLAST = Position Specific Iterative Blast 

Altschul et al., 1997  

profile method uses Position Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM) 

In a first round a typical BLAST, best scoring sequences are use to 
generate  PSSM 

next round uses PSSM and new sequences are used to improve 
PSSM 

iterate until convergence (no new sequences) 

benchmark method



HMM

HMM = Hidden Markov Model 

profile method that creates a statistical model for a group of sequences (protein 
family) - you can ask the model whether any sequence likely fits this model (belongs 
to the family) 

model can be extended by new sequences and trained 

it gives probabilities for insertion and deletions  

it can calculate with amino acids that were not seen in the alignment before  



HMM



HMM



HMMER OR HHBLITS

https://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/#/tools/hmmer



MMSEQ2 - fast searches in big databases

https://github.com/soedinglab/MMseqs2



SUMMARY

databases shall be updated frequently 

good source of new databases is January issue of NAR journal 

searches use heuristic methods for alignments 

BLAST or PSI-BLAST are benchmark methods 

HMM methods most sensitive at the moment



IDENTIFY HOMOLOGS OF MITOCHONDRIAL 
PROCESSING PEPTIDASE 
 PROTEIN IN PROTISTS, 
WATCH OUT FOR PARASITES. DO AN ALIGNMENT 
OF THE IDENTIFIED SEQUENCES USING  TWO 
DIFFERENT METHODS AND IDENTIFY REGIONS 
THAT ARE DIFFICULT TO ALIGN 

HOMEWORK (VOLUNTARY)

HAND IN ON MOODLE BY 6TH OF NOVEMBER


